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Summary 
 
This paper introduces the proposed establishment of a Statutory Conservation Body (The 
Tornagrain Conservation Trust) to oversee and secure the design principles and qualities 
envisaged for the future development of Tornagrain. The proposal has been developed by 
Moray Estates Development Company (MEDCO), which has applied to Scottish Ministers 
for the establishment of the Conservation Body. While Highland Council is already a 
statutory conservation body and planning authority, MEDCO seeks Council support for the 
proposal and partnership in the application now being progressed. 
 
Committee is invited to: 
 

a) consider the role and supporting statements for the proposed Tornagrain 
Conservation Trust (appendices 1 and 2 of the report); 

b) agree in principle to support the establishment of The Tornagrain Conservation 
Trust to oversee the future development of Tornagrain in partnership with the 
Highland Council and the community at Tornagrain; 

c) remit ongoing support for the proposal to the Director if Development and 
Infrastructure in consultation with the Committee Chair; and 

d) agree that the Council become a member of The Tornagrain Conservation Trust on 
the approval of the Conservation Body by Scottish Ministers. 

 
 

1. Introduction and background 
 

1.1 A ‘Conservation Body’ is a legal term for a body created by statute, with powers to 
enforce conservation burdens. Scottish Ministers may designate a new 
Conservation Body by Order. Highland Council is already a statutory Conservation 
Body. 
 

1.2 MEDCO wishes to establish the Conservation Body in order that, in time, MEDCO, 
Tornagrain Community Council, and Tornagrain Community Residents Committee 
can play a full role in ensuring the appropriate design and development of 
Tornagrain in partnership with the Highland Council.  Articles of Association for 
Tornagrain Conservation have been drafted by MEDCO and are included at 
Appendix 1 to this report. 
 

1.3 The process of obtaining Conservation Body status can take up to 12 months, 
which may mean that interim measures are required as a Conservation Body needs 
to be in place at the point of first registering the Deed of Conditions.  At Chapelton, 
Aberdeenshire, where a similar Conservation Body exists, Aberdeenshire Council 
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has assumed this role until it can be reassigned to the new Body once in place.  As 
the Highland Council is already a Conservation Body, MEDCO would like the 
Council to assume a similar role with regard to Tornagrain Conservation Trust. 
Once the new Body is in place responsibility would be reassigned allowing MEDCO 
and the community to play their full role. 
 

1.4 In the case proposed for Tornagrain, the Conservation Body would be deemed to 
have title and interest to enforce burdens. The focus would be ensuring that the 
design code for Tornagrain is adhered to, conservation burdens enforced and the 
public realm maintained.  
 

2. Structure proposed and supporting statements 
 

2.1 Proposed Articles of Association for The Tornagrain Conservation Trust are 
attached at Appendix 1 to this report. These indicate a not for profit charitable 
organisation: 
 

 with powers to act for charitable purposes only; 
 objects to promote and preserve the amenity of Tornagrain for the benefit of 

the community and visitors and to advance citizenship, community 
development and heritage by encouraging and promoting social, 
recreational, educational, cultural, artistic, or other communal activities or 
enterprises; and  

 powers to do anything lawful consistent with the pursuit of the above objects 
including to borrow or raise funds for investment in Tornagrain. 

 
2.2 A supporting statement prepared by MEDCO can be found at Appendix 2. The 

supporting statement addresses a number of questions forming part of the 
application for Conservation Body status including: 
 

 that the applicant demonstrates that at least one of its objects and functions 
is the preservation and/or protection of aspects of land or property for the 
benefit of the public; 

 that it would be in the public interest to designate the applicant a 
Conservation Body; 

 that conservation burdens likely to be created would benefit the public; 
 that conservation burdens will preserve/protect special characteristics of the 

land and property; 
 that the objectives of the applicant could not be met through existing means; 
 listing the benefits which would accrue to the applicant/public on designation; 

and 
 listing the activities the applicant would carry out, and why these cannot be 

achieved by existing means (e.g. land use planning). 
 

3 Benefits of the approach proposed 
 

3.1 Perhaps the primary benefit arising from the creation of The Tornagrain 
Conservation Trust arises from the direct involvement of the community in 
managing the public realm. There is therefore a strong community empowerment 
argument for the establishment of the Trust. 
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3.2 Legally, Conservation Burdens can be created in favour of, and are enforceable by, 
the named Conservation Body. There are therefore no questions or doubt about 
legal title or interest, since these aspects are acknowledged within the overall 
framework. 
 

3.3 Similarly, none of the downsides deriving from traditional burdens arise, for 
example, the willingness of a neighbour or factor to take a party in breach to task, 
or, having done so, to encounter legal difficulty of actual enforcement, or the 
downsides deriving from the enforcement of planning conditions. 
 

3.4 MEDCO therefore see the proposal as providing at least the best possibility of a 
more robust regime to ensure implementation of, and ongoing compliance with, 
their (and our) objectives for the new community at Tornagrain.  
 

3.5 For these reasons internal legal advice suggests that the Conservation Trust 
proposal has merit. 
 

3.6 Principal concerns relate to any possible conflict of interest between the Council’s 
role as planning authority generally, and direct involvement in the Conservation 
Trust in determining future proposals within Tornagrain.  On balance however it is 
difficult at present to identify where such conflicts of interest might arise. 
 

4. Fit with the programme for the Highland Council 
 

4.1 Involvement in The Tornagrain Conservation Trust would contribute towards 
delivery of the Council Programme commitments ‘Empowering Communities’ and 
‘Protecting the Environment’. 
 

5. Fit with the Single Outcome Agreement 
 

5.1 The Tornagrain Conservation Trust will support Community Empowerment and 
Protection of the Environment. 
 

6. Implications 
 

6.1 Gaelic, Climate Change/Carbon Clever  
There are no Gaelic, climate change/Carbon Clever implications arising from this 
report. 
 

6.2 Resource, Rural and Equalities  
There are currently no resource, rural or equalities implications arising from this 
report.  Any significant additional resource implications arising from the partnership 
with MEDCO will be reported for approval.  Longer term the Conservation Trust is 
likely to help conserve and protect the local environment around Tornagrain. 
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Recommendation 
 
The Members are invited to: 
 

a) consider the role and structure of the proposed Tornagrain Conservation 
Trust (appendices 1 and 2 of the report); 

b) agree in principle to support the establishment of The Tornagrain 
Conservation Trust to oversee the future development of Tornagrain in 
partnership with the Highland Council and the community at Tornagrain; 

c) remit ongoing support for the proposal to the Director of Development and 
Infrastructure in consultation with the Committee Chair; and 

d) agree that the Council become a member of The Tornagrain Conservation 
Trust on the approval of the Conservation Body by Scottish Ministers. 

 
 
Designation:  Director of Development and Infrastructure 
 
Date:   2 February 2015   
 
Author:   G Hamilton (Ext 2252) 
 
Background papers 
 

1. Articles of Association of [Tornagrain Conservation] (Company number SC 
[            ]): MEDCO December 2014. 

2. Draft answers to points to be addressed in relation to application for 
Conservation body Status (M.8000.916): MEDCO December 2014. 


























































